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Of course, not all of Surrealist artists were as strange and bizarre as him, in person or their work, but they all
looked to achieve subconscious creativity with photographic precision, following the ideologies of Surrealism
as one of the most influential cultural, artistic and literary movements of the 20th century. Its long-lasting
legacy and the impact on art, as well as multiple spheres of life such as philosophy, social theory, and political
thought and practice, can still be widely felt today. Artists in Exile group photo of Surrealists, New York, Left
to right, first row: It was influenced by a number of factors which shaped its becoming of the phenomenon as
we know it today: Breton introduced his ideas of a former member of Dada and a dedicated Marxist, while the
Surrealists themselves culled their inspiration from the work of Sigmund Freud, particularly his book The
Interpretation of Dreams from , and the disagreement with the Enlightenment, a 17th and 18th century
intellectual movement which promoted reason in art[1]. Another important and immediate influence was
Giorgio de Chirico and his pittura metafisica , which proposed bizarre imagery with unsettling juxtapositions,
as well as the fantastical art of Giuseppe Archimboldo and Hieronymous Bosch, which defied the aesthetics of
the Renaissance era. If Dadaism was overtly political, Surrealism focused on a more positive philosophy,
giving power to the unconscious mind and dreams, rather than reality as the mainstream art channels proposed
it. In fact, Breton aimed to change the way people think, to liberate them from the imposed rational order.
Dictated by thought, in the absence of any control exercised by reason, exempt from any aesthetic or moral
concern. During the s, major Surrealist shows were opening in Brussels, Copenhagen, London and New York,
resulting in the creation of local, individual scenes. Apart from becoming popular in countries like
Czechoslovakia, Egypt, Japan, the Netherlands, Romania and Hungary, for instance, it was perhaps most
notable in Britain and the Americas. In the US, the automatic practices left a mark on Jackson Pollock, who
began practicing Action Painting , while in Mexico, Frida Kahlo adopted the approach for her highly personal,
painful art. One of them was abstract: The other was representational: In Surrealist paintings , as one of the
most represented techniques within Surrealism, the distinction between these two trends is perhaps the most
notable, if we compare Dali paintings to the ones of Tanguy, for instance. Color was also important and it was
almost always emphasized by saturation. Some of the works were also on the border between Hyperrealism
and Automatism , or even combined the two for optimal results. Another great field within Surrealism was the
Surrealism photography , with Man Ray as the leading artist. It allowed the production of uncanny imagery
through darkroom techniques such as double exposure, combination printing, montage and solarization,
eventually leading to the creation of photographs which excluded the use of the camera entirely. Surrealism
also brought the mediums of frottage, decalcomania and grattage, all invented by Max Ernst, as well as great
contributions to collage and fumage[4]. Yves Tanguy â€” Mama, Papa is Wounded! Man Ray â€” Mannequin,
National Gallery of Australia The Prominent Artists of the Surrealist Movement Because nothing was more
popular than Surrealism during the s and s, almost all famous painters of the time produced surrealist works.
The group was hard to enter, as Breton was rigorous about his admittance of new members; some members
were even kicked out at some point, for not sharing his visions anymore. Dorothea Tanning â€” Birthday,
Frida Kahlo â€” Self Portrait as a Tehuana, Jacques and Natasha Gelman Collection, Mexico City The
Influence and Legacy As one of the most important movements of the 20th century art , Surrealism was highly
influential on a number of avant-gardes and a variety of modern and contemporary techniques, styles and
artists. The idea of chance in art was adopted by Performance art and the Happenings of the s and 60s,
reaching even Computer art based on randomization. Later on, its elements could be found in Situationism ,
the Feminist movement, the hyperrealistic sculptures of Claes Oldenburg , the Chinese Cynical Realism , punk
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projects and the work of the Young British Artists â€¦ Indeed, the Surrealist intent to liberate expressive form,
to release the world of the subconscious, of dreams and nightmares, paranoia, suppressed eroticism, and the
dark side of the mind, continues to fascinate the world almost a century after it was born, creating an enduring
and ever-lasting legacy. Tracing the movement from its origins in the s to its decline in the s and s, Durozoi
tells the history of Surrealism through its activities, publications, and reviews, demonstrating its close ties to
some of the most explosive political, as well as creative, debates of the twentieth century. Drawing on a
staggering amount of documentary and visual evidence â€” including 1, photos â€” Durozoi illuminates all the
intellectual and artistic facets of the movement, from literature and philosophy to painting, photography, and
film, thus making History of the Surrealist Movement its definitive encyclopedia. Writings on Surrealism,
Verso Ades, D. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. All images used for illustrative purposes only.
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2: 9th Street Art Exhibition - WikiVisually
RenÃ© Magritte, Marcel Duchamp, Max Ernst, and Man Ray, attending Bill Copley's Find this Pin and more on Marcel
Duchamp b. d. by Ross Contemporary. RenÃ© Magritte, Marcel Duchamp, Max Ernst, and Man Ray, attending Bill
Copley's exhibition at the Stedelijk Museum, line up holding a copy of the exhibition catalogue, in which announces
"Tremendous Deliriums",

Stanley Boxer," March 7-April Late Paintings," April 6-May 1. September 9 - October 21, Monotypes.
Gallery One, Toronto, CA. Robert Kidd Gallery, Birmingham, Mich. April 18 - May Paintings, Drawings,
Bronzes, and Sculpture. Lyon College, Battsville, Arkansas, March 3 - Gallery One, Toronto, Canada,
October. October 19 - November Gallery One, Toronto, Canada. Long Fine Art Ltd. Paintings, Sculpture,
Drawings, and Prints. Dorsky Gallery, New York. Gallery One, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Associated
American Artists, New York. Posner Gallery, Milwaukee, WI. Gallerie Wentzel, Cologne, Germany. Galerie
Wentzel, Cologne, Germany. Elca London Gallery, Montreal, Canada. Aronson Gallery, Atlanta, GA. Tibor
de Nagy Gallery, New York. Galerie Wentzel, Cologne, West Germany. Frances Aronson Gallery Ltd. Galerie
Ulysses, Vienna, Austria. Downstairs Gallery, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. Galerie Hilger-Schmeer,
Duisburg, Germany. Ashville Art museum, Ashville, NC. Galerie Wentzel, Hamburg, Germany. Beaumont
Museum, Beaumont, TX. Syracuse University, Lubin House. Galerie Karl Flinker, Paris. Western Canadian
Art Circuit traveling exhibition of drawings through , Master Prints by 44 Artists. Gallery, Boca Raton,
Florida. June 14, - July 24, December 11, - January 21, The Riverhouse Editions Collection," September
Pease Collection," March Drawings, Paintings, Prints," Nov. Group Exhibition of Gallery Artists , March.
Galerie Piltzer, Paris, France. Flanders Contemporary Art, MN. Exhibition of works from Mixographia
Workshop. Of State Loan Program, January. Five Decades of Abstractions," July 9 - September 7. Chicago
International Art Exposition, booths of: Important 20th Century Sculpture. Associated American Artists, NY.
Kornbluth Gallery, Fairlawn, NJ. Virginia Lust Gallery, New York. Newspace, Los Angeles, CA. Bennington
College, Bennington, VT. December 10, - January 9, Boxer, Motherwell, Noland, Kelly, and Stella. February
4 - March 1. Group Show, June 4 - July Basel Art Fair, booth of Galerie Wentzel. The Ingber Gallery, New
York. Edward Thorp Gallery, New York. Contemporary Art from the Graham Gund Collection. Arras Gallery,
New York. Museum of Modern Art, New York. Drawings," March 20 -June Museum of Fine Arts, Belgrade,
Yugoslavia. An Exhibition Commemorating the 30th Anniversary of his Gallery. Northwestern University,
Evanston, IL. September 28 - October Basel Art Fair, Basel, Switzerland. Wichita Museum Exhibition at
Orleans, France. Exhibition of paintings on loan to Gracie Mansion by the N. Department of Cultural Affairs.
Guggenheim Museum, New York. Ingber Gallery, New York. Sid Deutsch Gallery, New York. Showcase
Gallery, Detroit, MI. Bannard, Boxer, Budd, Goodnough. University of Massachusetts at Amherst, "Art
Acquisitions Graham Gallery, New York. Rose Fried Gallery, New York. Marlborough Gallery, New York.
Hirshhorn Museum, Washington, D.
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3: Kurt Seligmann at Weinstein Gallery
The New School for Social Research is not, nor ever was, an art school in the traditional sense. Its importance during
the post-World War I years up to and beyond the Abstract Expressionist period was as a haven for artists and
intellectuals of all disciplines to gather and discuss controversial matters without fear of political censure.

Once upon a time winter spelled a long haul through cold winter months with not a whole lot to do Follow us
on twitter if you like regular updates It made it SO nice to come and go because it was walking distance to the
East Hampton venues but also had a shuttle to and from other outlets so people could make it to the Opening
and Closing Galas and all the parties in between. She was never without her stuffed monkey Mr. H - as you
will see in all of our photos of her!! We were lucky enough to see it and can vouch that it will certainly be on
the Oscar list for its brilliant angle and performances. All in All it was the best festival yet! There was no
chaos with the exception of a few sold out movies - which is GOOD thing for premieres especially since they
were fast to have a second showing i. Black Swan with Natalie Portman on the closing night!! Afterwards Nile
Rodgers and CHIC seized the moment performing a set of iconic tunes whereupon the honorees, foundation
team a n d guests took the stage together to close the evening with a show-stopping rendition of "We Are
Family" A favorite fete paired with a favorite musical guest made it a sold-out crowd of one thousand four
hundred guests!! One lucky winning bidder also had the chance to meet Sheryl backstage before her concert
and received an autographed guitar from the songstress. Once again led by C. Menus for a festive holiday
season include: A True Potluck Tradition: Oliveira explained, the Foundation is "not a traditional foundation
In her ownn words Dora has provided a very unique angle of this enormoulsy popular art expo and Dana
captured the visuals for us. Pulse, Verge, Scope were some of those they found more interactive and engaging
than what was going on aboard the Mother Ship. Some very good dealers including Sara Nightingale were
housed in the tiny hotel rooms. If the esteemed art critic, Mathew Collings is right in saying "Art is the
antidote to consumerism", that would place art Basel top of the heap in a total display of commerce. Some
very silly people confuse those two but I myself side with Collings. The whole show is divided into several
categories: The day after the big opening night was not that crowded and seamlessly easy to navigate. I will
just quickly tell you my highlights of an overwhelming scene. Looking back I think these artists sprung out at
me because of their substance, and in a show displaying endless works defined by glitz, ideas, idea of no idea,
attention grabbing kitch it was easy to gravitate towards that antidote to consumerism. Hamptons For Haiti
Benefit! What a gratifying experience to shake hands with a survivor of such an epic disaster Throughout the
past twenty five years the Academy has honored both summer and year-round East End residents who have
demonstrated excellence in the visual, literary, and performing arts. Some past recipients include: Restaurant
Week is another wonderful springtime opportunity for discounted meals all around our towns throughout the
hamptons so be sure to have a peek at our calendar for all these terrific happenings prior to our Summer
calendar The "Astaires" are the only awards to honor excellence in dance and choreography on Broadway and
in film. This kickoff party was followed up with anoother private cocktail reception ary Chairs are Judith
Jamison and Wendy Federman. Awards Gala Chairs are hosted by Alix Michel at her home in Watermill for
fellow committee members, gala chairs and co-chairs as an intimate fundraiser. With over submissions, Jurors
Bruce Helander and Arlene Bujese chose the 25 top entries which remained on display at the gallery right
through the first week of May! This has become a popular springboard for artists and a wonderful approach to
raise much needed awareness and funds for our only safe haven in the hamptons. Curated by Peter Marcelle
and Gwynne Rivers, "Hamptons Then and Now", like its predecessor four years ago, includes some of the
finest examples of the most influential and well-known Hamptons artists who have made an indelible mark on
the art scene. We grabbed a smigeon of the opening reception!! Keep checking back every week for more - we
suggest bookmarking this page for easy access and preview some of the upcoming annual events on
thehamptons. For larger size viewing check out our large screen videos in the bigger flash player and some of
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our previous seasons. If you would like a copy of any photo or video from any of these events, please get in
touch with thehamptons. If you feel the urge to explore The Hampton Jitney has a wine tour if you want to
visit the North Fork and do some local wine tasting safely or try one of their other getaway expeditions!
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4: www.enganchecubano.com: The Hamptons Social News - People & Parties & Social Events in the Ham
Harmon-Meek Gallery, Naples, FL, "Four Distinguished Abstractionists: Stanley Boxer, Jimmy Ernst, Ebram Lassaw &
Robert Natkin," March Northwestern University, Mary & Leight Museum of Art, Chicago, Il, "College Proofs," The
Riverhouse Editions Collection, September October

Art criticism â€” Art criticism is the discussion or evaluation of visual art. Art critics usually criticise art in the
context of aesthetics or the theory of beauty, a goal of art criticism is the pursuit of a rational basis for art
appreciation but it is questionable whether such criticism can transcend prevailing socio-political
circumstances. The variety of movements has resulted in a division of art criticism into different disciplines
which may each use different criteria for their judgements. The most common division in the field of criticism
is between historical criticism and evaluation, a form of art history, and contemporary criticism of work by
living artists. Despite perceptions that art criticism is a lower risk activity than making art. Critics of the past
are often ridiculed for either favouring artists now derided or dismissing artists now venerated. Some art
movements themselves were named disparagingly by critics, with the later adopted as a sort of badge of
honour by the artists of the style. Artists have often had a relationship with their critics. Artists usually need
positive opinions from critics for their work to be viewed and purchased, unfortunately for the artists, Art is an
important part of being human and can be found through all aspects of our lives, regardless of the culture or
times. There are many different variables that determine ones judgment of art such as aesthetics, Art can be
objective or subjective based on personal preference toward aesthetics and form. It can be based on the
elements and principle of design, Art is a basic human instinct with a diverse range of form and expression.
Art can stand-alone with a judgment or can be viewed with a deeper more educated knowledge. Aesthetic,
pragmatic, expressive, formalist, relativist, processional, imitation, ritual, cognition, mimetic and postmodern
theories are some of many theories to criticize, Art criticism has many and often numerous subjective
viewpoints which are nearly as varied as there are people practising it. It is difficult to come by a stable
definition than the activity being related to the discussion and interpretation of art. Depending on who is
writing on the subject, art criticism itself may be obviated as a goal or it may include art history within its
framework. Regardless of definitional problems, art criticism can refer to the history of the craft in its essays,
according to art historian R. Siva Kumar, The borders between art history and art criticism. Are no more as
firmly drawn as they used to be. It perhaps began with art historians taking interest in modern art, Art criticism
includes a descriptive aspect, where the work of art is sufficiently translated into words so as to allow a case to
be made 2. Manhattan â€” Manhattan is the most densely populated borough of New York City, its economic
and administrative center, and the citys historical birthplace. The borough is coextensive with New York
County, founded on November 1,, Manhattan is often described as the cultural and financial capital of the
world and hosts the United Nations Headquarters. New York County is the United States second-smallest
county by land area, on business days, the influx of commuters increases that number to over 3. Manhattan has
the third-largest population of New York Citys five boroughs, after Brooklyn and Queens, the City of New
York was founded at the southern tip of Manhattan, and the borough houses New York City Hall, the seat of
the citys government. The name Manhattan derives from the word Manna-hata, as written in the logbook of
Robert Juet, a map depicts the name as Manna-hata, twice, on both the west and east sides of the Mauritius
River. The word Manhattan has been translated as island of hills from the Lenape language. It was not until
the voyage of Henry Hudson, an Englishman who worked for the Dutch East India Company, a permanent
European presence in New Netherland began in with the founding of a Dutch fur trading settlement on
Governors Island. In , construction was started on the citadel of Fort Amsterdam on Manhattan Island, later
called New Amsterdam, the establishment of Fort Amsterdam at the southern tip of Manhattan Island is
recognized as the birth of New York City. Burrows and Mike Wallace remarked in their history of New York.
In , Peter Stuyvesant was appointed as the last Dutch Director General of the colony, New Amsterdam was
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formally incorporated as a city on February 2, The city, greatly damaged by the Great Fire of New York
during the campaign, became the British political, British occupation lasted until November 25,, when George
Washington returned to Manhattan, as the last British forces left the city 3. Willem de Kooning was born in
Rotterdam, the Netherlands, on April 24, and his parents, Leendert de Kooning and Cornelia Nobel, were
divorced in , and de Kooning lived first with his father and then with his mother. He left school in and became
an apprentice in a firm of commercial artists, until he attended evening classes at the Academie van Beeldende
Kunsten en Technische Wetenschappen, now the Willem de Kooning Academie. In de Kooning travelled to
the United States as a stowaway on the Shelley, a British freighter bound for Argentina and he stayed at the
Dutch Seamens Home in Hoboken, New Jersey, and found work as a house-painter. In he moved to
Manhattan, where he had a studio on West Forty-fourth Street and he supported himself with jobs in
carpentry, house-painting and commercial art. De Kooning began painting in his time and in he joined the art
colony at Woodstock. He also began to some of the modernist artists active in Manhattan. She was 14 years
his junior, thus was to begin a lifelong partnership affected by alcoholism, lack of money, love affairs, quarrels
and separations. They were married on December 9,, at this time, de Koonings work borrowed strongly from
Gorkys surrealist imagery and was influenced by Picasso. This only changed when de Kooning met the
younger painter Franz Kline, Kline died young and he was one of de Koonings closest artist friends. Klines
influence is evident in de Koonings calligraphic black images of this period, in the late s, de Koonings work
shifted away from the figurative work of the women and began to display an interest in more abstract, less
representational imagery. He became a US citizen in and moved to East Hampton in and this became his
primary residence and he remained there until the end of his life. On Long Island de Kooning, in addition to
his painting, inspired in part by the work of Henry Moore, de Kooning created highly abstracted figurative
sculpture very reminicent of his figurative paintings. It was revealed toward the end of his life that de Kooning
began losing his memory in the late s and had been suffering from Alzheimers disease for some time. This
revelation has initiated considerable debate among scholars and critics about how responsible de Kooning was
for the creation of his late work, succumbing to the progress of his disease, William de Kooning painted his
final works in He passed away in at the age of 92, upon death William de Kooning was cremated. His final
place of rest is publicly unknown, De Koonings paintings of the s and early s are abstract still-lifes
characterised by geometric or biomorphic shapes and strong colours 4. He is known to the world for his
paintings of an existential. Born in in Montreal, Guston moved with his family to Los Angeles as a child and
his Ukrainian Jewish parents had escaped persecution when they moved to Canada from Odessa, Ukraine.
Guston and his family were aware of the regular Ku Klux Klan activities against Jews, blacks, in , possibly
owing to persecution or the difficulty in securing income, his father hanged himself in the shed, and the young
Guston found the body. Gustons early art was figurative and representational and his mother supported his
artistic inclinations and he often made drawings in an environment of his choosing, a small closet, lit by a
hanging bulb. Guston then began painting at the age of 14 when, in , both he and Jackson Pollock studied
under Frederick John de St. Vrain Schwankovsky and were introduced to European modern art, Eastern
philosophy, theosophy and mystic literature. During high school, Guston and Jackson Pollock published a
paper opposing the high schools emphasis on sports over art and their criticism led to both being expelled, but
Pollock eventually returned and graduated. At the Otis Art Institute, Guston felt unfulfilled by the approach
which limited him to drawing from plaster casts instead of the live model. Before leaving the school, Guston
spent a night in the studio making drawings of the figurative plasters scattered all over the floor and this mural
was then defaced by local police forces, known as as Red Squads. The subsequent court ruling found no fault
on the part of L. A two-page review in Time magazine quoted Siqueiross description of them, in Mexico he
also met and spent time with Frida Kahlo and husband Diego Rivera. During this period his work included
strong references to Renaissance painters such as Piero della Francesca, Paolo Uccello, Masaccio and he was
also influenced by American Regionalists and Mexican mural painters. In he painted a post office mural in the
US post office in Commerce, Georgia, entitled Early Mail Service, italian painter Giorgio de Chirico was a
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powerful and enduring influence, who Guston acknowledged throughout his career. Gustons daughter, Musa
Mayer, recalled how the artist kept a De Chirico monograph in his studio in her book Night Studio, A memoir
of Philip Guston, and he would often refer to it. Gustons first foray into teaching was as an artist-in-residence
at the School of Art and Art History at the University of Iowa from to and he completed a mural there for the
Social Security building in Washington, D. Lee Krasner â€” Lenore Lee Krassner was an American abstract
expressionist painter in the second half of the 20th century. She is one of the few artists to have had a
retrospective show at the Museum of Modern Art. Her mother Chane changed her name to Anna once she
arrived in America, Lee was the fourth of five children, including her sister, Ruth, and the first who was born
in America. She was the one of her siblings to be born in the United States. From an early age, Krasner knew
she wanted to pursue art as a career, Krasners career as an artist began when she was a teenager. She
specifically sought out enrollment at Washington Irving High School for Girls since they offered an art major,
after graduating from high school, she attended the Womens Art School of Cooper Union on a scholarship.
Here, she completed the work required for a teaching certificate in art. Krasner pursued yet more art education
at the illustrious National Academy of Design, by , she enrolled in the National Academy of Design. By
attending an art school, Krasner was able to gain an extensive. She also became skilled in portraying
anatomically correct figures. There are relatively few works survive from this time period apart from a few
self-portraits. One of the images that still exists from time period is her Self Portrait painted in She submitted
it to the National Academy in order to enroll in a certain class, in it, she depicts herself with a defiant
expression surrounded by nature. She also briefly enrolled in the Art Students League of New York in , here,
she took a class led by George Bridgman who emphasized the human form. Krasner was highly influenced by
the opening of the Museum of Modern Art in and she was very affected by post-impressionism and grew
critical of the academic notions of style she had learned at the National Academy. In the s, she began studying
art through learning the components of composition, technique 6. Costantino Nivola â€” Costantino Nivola
was an Italian sculptor. The Museo Nivola in Orani, Sardinia, hosts the largest collection of his works, Nivola
was born and grew up in Orani, a small village in Sardinia. As a young adolescent, he worked as a stonemason
in the local building industry. His first official exhibitions are recorded in this period, among many works,
notably he produced some xylography, Nivola started then frequenting France, establishing contacts with
artists from other countries. Supposedly here he first met his wife, Ruth Guggenheim. A, here, in he became
the artistic director for Interiors and Progressive Architecture. In time he became a friend of Le Corbusier and
not without his influences and reflections. Nivolas sand casting has been described as a bas-relief sculpture in
concrete. Landscape architect Michael Gotkin recently said that Nivola had taken the traditional mediterranean
essence of the ancient graffiti, others suggested that his work expresses a seamless integration of sculpture and
architecture. Stein, Carl Stein and he was the grandfather of actor Alessandro Nivola and father of the
acclaimed childrens book author Claire Nivola. Percorsi del moderno, ed. Cassanelli, U, collu and O.
Selvafolta, Milano-Cagliari 7. Robert Rauschenberg â€” Milton Ernest Robert Rauschenberg was an American
painter and graphic artist whose early works anticipated the pop art movement. Rauschenberg is well known
for his Combines of the s, in which non-traditional materials, Rauschenberg was both a painter and a sculptor
and the Combines are a combination of both, but he also worked with photography, printmaking,
papermaking, and performance. He was awarded the National Medal of Arts in and he became the recipient of
the Leonardo da Vinci World Award of Arts in in recognition of his more than 40 years of fruitful artmaking.
His father was of German and Cherokee ancestry and his mother of Anglo-Saxon descent, at 16,
Rauschenberg was admitted to the University of Texas where he began studying pharmacy. He was drafted
into the United States Navy in , based in California, he served as a mental hospital technician until his
discharge in Josef Albers, a founder of the Bauhaus, became Rauschenbergs painting instructor at Black
Mountain, Albers preliminary courses relied on strict discipline that did not allow for any uninfluenced
experimentation. Rauschenberg described Albers as influencing him to do exactly the reverse of what he was
being taught, from to Rauschenberg studied with Vaclav Vytlacil and Morris Kantor at the Art Students
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League of New York, where he met fellow artists Knox Martin and Cy Twombly. Rauschenberg married
Susan Weil in the summer of at the Weil family home in Outer Island and their only child, Christopher, was
born July 16, The two separated in June and divorced in , according to a oral history by the composer Morton
Feldman, after the end of his marriage, Rauschenberg had romantic relationships with fellow artists Cy
Twombly and Jasper Johns.
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5: Full text of "Annual exhibition contemporary American painting."
Was an American artist born in Germany. I became familiar with Jimmy's work when we showed him at Spanierman
Gallery.. "Artists in Exile", Peggy Guggenheim's apartment, New York, Most emigres found their way to New York City
where Peggy Guggenheim exhibited their work at the "Art of this.

The exhibition is made possible by the cooperation of art galleries, museums, private collectors and artists
who have generously made loans to the exhibition and to whom we wish to make grateful acknowledgment. A
generous donation from the Friends of the Whitney Museum has made it possible to have more comprehensive
catalogues since , with larger format and a much greater number of illustrations. Temple, Secretary and
Treasurer Arthur G. Erpf ex officio B. Friedman Lloyd Goodrich W. Barklie Henry Michael H. Forest Circle,
New Haven, Conn. I Kootz Gallery, Madison Ave. Untitled collage 55 al held b. Walter Netsch 56 john
heliker b. Score of Silence 75 julian levi b. Ontario St Chicago, House of the Ceii collage I. H 2 Lansdowne
Ave. Slniev JOHN von wicht b. H 1 7 Chadds Ford, Pa. For prices and information visitors are requested to
inquire at the Information Desk. Burrows, Great Neck, L. John Clancy, New York Mr. Mark Goodson, New
York Mr. Garson Heller, Scarsdale, N. Lincoln kirstein, New York Mr. Walter Netsch, Chicago Mr. Joseph
Revson, New York Mrs. Craig Stevens, New York Mr. Burton Tremaine, Meriden, Conn.
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6: Stanley William Hayter | Revolvy
It is largely for this reason that what was developing among the scattered Surrealists, especially Gordon Onslow Ford,
Wolfgang Paalen, Stanley William Hayter, Jimmy Ernst, Charles Seliger along with Jackson Pollack, Arshile Gorky,
William Baziotes and Robert Motherwell, may have not been able to reach its culmination before the proclamation of.

Enter Biography Among those artists of the second generation of Surrealists, Kurt Seligmann has been largely
neglected in recent decades by art historians, although he was highly regarded by curators and critics in the s
and 40s. This neglect may be explained partially by his eccentric imagery and by his somewhat academic
approach, the latter in fact a reflection of his artistic and intellectual independence. What really concerned him
was the quest for a synthesis of abstract and figurative modes within the scope of pictorial concerns. Hauser,
author of Kurt Seligmann â€” He took lessons from the traditionalist Ernst Buchner and the modernist Eugene
Rudolf Ammann, setting a pattern of concurrent and seemingly opposite influences that would continue in his
own work throughout his life. A portrait that he painted of the sculptor at that time now hangs in the
Kunstmuseum, Bern. According to his diary, he purposely sought to find inspiration beyond his intellect and
reality, to invent new forms from insight and fantasy. In Paris was the epicenter of avant-garde artistic
movements, particularly the abstraction groups and Surrealism. The figures within his semi-geometric
abstractions set against stark grounds gradually softened to organic forms of strong contrasting color
interacting in sweeping curves, which perhaps struck a chord with Jean Arp who invited Seligmann to his
studio. His introduction to Jeanne Boucher by Arp lead to his first solo exhibition in , and thereafter he
exhibited in Basel and Bern in shows also featuring Arp. His paintings developed into a unique combination of
Surrealism and his Swiss heritage, portraying characters composed of various peculiar shapes and elements.
At a show at the Galleria de Milione in Italy in , he exhibited several paintings on reverse glass, employing
techniques from his teen years and a traditional Swiss folk art. He affirmed the notion that progress first needs
a knowledge of and respect for the past. In a interview, Seligmann recalled: The heraldic ensigns, the armor,
the halyards, the drapery, the ribbons, all this anachronistic attire was very much alive for me. It seems to me
that I always hear, in the depth of my ears, the deafening sound of the enormous drums that are reserved for
Carnival Day. Basel, you see, is still and always Holbein, Erasmus, Frobeinus, Melanchton. It is in the culture
of my natal city to which my subconscious always travels whenever I begin one of my compositions, whether
abstract or imaginative. Even within his early abstractions and the later anthropomorphic and vegetal
compositions, one can detect the heraldic undertones: Kurt and Arlette Seligmann on their honeymoon, In ,
Seligmann met and married Arlette Paraf, niece of the gallery director Georges Wildenstein, after which they
embarked upon world travels together. A friendship formed between the three, leading Sage to the Surrealists
and ultimately to her marriage to Yves Tanguy. Kurt and Arlette eventually found a new home and studio in
Paris in the Villa Seurat. The exhibition was an experience to be had: A Surrealist map of the world was
presented depicting the largest land masses as those rich in tribal art, and Seligmann, along with many other
fellow Surrealists, acquired tribal art objects. Kurt and Arlette traveled to British Columbia, spending three
months living in a Tsimshian village and observing their life and legends and their parallels to European tales
and traditions. Seligmann may have anticipated the possibility for a long stay abroad, as the month prior he
had sought storage for his glass paintings with Georges Wildenstein which was already occupied. In fact, as
early as , he foreshadowed an inevitable war in a scrapbook he had assembled of articles and images. The
exhibition at Nierendorf Gallery, Specters A. Their relocation to New York and financial stability proved
unexpectedly beneficial as Seligmann was able to assist his fellow Surrealists seeking to emigrate from
Europe with the threat of impending danger during wartime. Left to right, first row: Breton, who was still
serving as military medical staff in France, provided the list of inclusions. Paalen sketched the two Seligmann
paintings he wanted to exhibit in the letter to Kurt and informed him that Tanguy had recently arrived in New
York. The s was an active decade for Seligmann. As it would happen, Schapiro sent one of his graduate
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students, Robert Motherwell, to Seligmann for painting lessons. In , the Seligmanns took a postponed trip to
Mexico at the invitation of the Minister of Education to exhibit at the Palacio de Bellas Artes, which allowed
them to spend time with friends who lived there such as Paalen and Frida Kahlo. I call them cyclonic
landscapes. They are psychological landscapes with anthropomorphic elements; living beings seem to detach
themselves from tortuous geological formations. A world in formationâ€”not the heroic landscapes of
prehistory, but rather a lyrical one. The group of Surrealist refugees continued to exhibit and produce artwork
together. Duchamp famously fired five shots at the foundation wall of an adjacent barn, then photographed it
and printed it with the bullet holes punched out for the cover of the catalogue for the First Papers of
Surrealism exhibition of He contributed writings on magic and alchemy to the journal VVV , edited by
Breton and Ernst, and the surrealism-oriented View , while accumulating his own collection of rare books on
magic. As similar to other Surrealists, he was eventually expelled from the group by Breton, stemming from a
disagreement over an interpretation of Tarot cards. While most of his colleagues returned to France after the
war, he and Arlette stayed and became American citizens. They kept their house in the Villa Seurat and
allowed friends such as Paalen and Noguchi to stay. While they visited Paris for his retrospective at Maeght
Gallery in , they were happy to return to their Sugar Loaf farm. Kurt Seligmann and Enrico Donati in a magic
circle. Photograph by Bernard Hoffman. Seligmann expanded his collection of books on magic, motivated by
a desire to stay connected to traditions of Europe and the printing of his Swiss homeland, and his interest in
the link of magic, science and the human psyche. This is the true reason why magic attracts meâ€”the
completeness of the magical world. For an artwork should as well be complete in itself. There should be a
manifoldness of forms, a variety held together by a coordinating law similar to the magical world law spoken
of in clear words by the Babylonians, the Egyptian magis and the Greek metaphysicistsâ€¦the great
philosophers have not been able to break through the magic circleâ€¦The great axiom of magic: In magic he
saw a metaphor for life. In the work of the s, Seligmann increasingly invoked vegetal forms, insects, the
elements and cosmos, perhaps inspired by the gardens of the Sugar Loaf farm that he and Arlette enjoyed
together, and this harmonious ideal which he sought. His new focus of composition retained his classic
elements of figure, billowing imagery, movement and energy, applied to references to nature and even
Abstract Expressionism. Seligmann lectured at the New School and exhibited frequently in New York, and in
he was appointed to the Brooklyn College faculty. My world is that of dreams, fantasies, apparitionsâ€¦It is the
strange, the unheard of, the exquisite which attracts meâ€¦for nothing in the world would I forgo my day and
night dreams. A neighbor coming to pick him up found him shortly thereafter. Arlette passed away thirty years
later, and both are buried in the small family plot at the Sugar Loaf farm. His parents were Gustav Seligmann,
a businessman, who opened a successful furniture store in , and his wife, the former Helene Guggenheim.
They also had a daughter, Marguerite, born His earliest extant work is a linoleum ex libris print depicting a
helmeted Roman soldier in profile, a subject he would develop in numerous variations throughout his life. He
would also contribute works to this annual exhibition in , , , and During this time, he painted an oil portrait of
Giacometti now in the collection of the Kunstmuseum, Bern. He would remain in this position for nearly eight
years, during which time he was unable to work at his painting. He finally resigned from his management
position and set off for Florence, Italy, where he enrolled in the Accademia di Belle Arti for the better part of
the year. During this time, he met the Alsatian artist and sculptor, Jean Hans Arp, who introduced him to
Surrealist art and would become a mentor. Through Arp, he also made the acquaintance of another Surrealist,
Max Ernst. Began to develop a personal painting style which included imaginary geometric elements set
against dark backgrounds in which one can detect the influence of Arp. In summer, he made a trip to Greece
with the Swiss architect Le Corbusier. A publication illustrating their work and including philosophical
statements of each participant was published annually using member contributions, the last of which appeared
in Had his first solo exhibition at the Galerie Jeanne Bucher, Paris. Exhibited his work at the Kunsthalles in
Bern and Basel. A second solo exhibition of his work was held at the Galerie Jeanne Bucher, Paris. During a
summer visit to Geneva, while at the beach on the lake, he met Arlette Paraf she had been stung by a bee, and
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he came to her aid. Seligmann had exhibitions in Tahiti and Japan along the way. Contributed three
engravings as illustrations to the poem, Flaques.
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7: Neil Hartigan | Revolvy
Kurt Seligmann () was a Swiss-American Surrealist painter and printmaker best known for his heraldic and dance
macabre imagery. He was the first member of the Paris-based Surrealists to relocate to New York in the first months of
World War II and was instrumental in helping to arrange the papers, letters and affidavits necessary to help rescue his
fellow artists and intellectuals from.

Follow us on twitter if you like regular updates Come on back for a look at what we get for where to go or do
a little party gazing!! Our video index has Xploded into five p a g e s of videos featuring a library of summer
parties in The Hamptons so do preview our previous party pages We encouraged you to use firefox as a
browser but IE has rendered it just as fine these days as does Safari - either are a snap to download
MDdebuted summer with Brooke Shields at the The Southampton Social Club where she was touted as super
cover girl of Hamptons Mag which is celebrating their 35th year!!? Kites for a Cure went off without a hitch at
Coopers Beach in Southampton for the family-friendly kite fly raising awareness for lung cancer research.
Yes, we are proud so have to shout it out loud: Napoliello, Barbara Ostrom and Preston Phillips from thrift
shop donations and the designers personal collections made for a dashing interior. Not even a rainy, cold
evening could keep guests from jam packing this cheery soiree. Molly introduced Eric Fischl who spoke about
how the organization had impacted his own life and just how important it was for women to have safe choices
available. Who knew he could play guitar?! Wines from Channing Daughters Vineyard? SO many biggies to
commemorate Memorial Day weekend this year! Somehow though we always make it to our own family bbqs
and our old friends for more intimate gatherings and famliar faces Ross Scholarship Fund, which helps ensure
that children from all economic backgrounds benefit from a world-class Ross education. Stations of food
abounded along the tent walls and aution tables were set up in the center while smart looking volunteers
wearing sparkling hats walked around with ipads taking bids! Gregg Maloberti, Interim Head of School, and
Christie Brinkley gave speeches, as well as Ross alumna Christin Aucapina who spoke about the importance
of Ross scholarships and the opportunity it provided her. A minute video on the Ross Systems course, taught
by founding mentor, Ralph Abraham, was shown. Menu options for dinner were not easy to choose between
lemon ginger jumbo shrimp, beef tenderloin medallions, mediterranean salad with Greek feta, bbq pulled pork
or roasted salmon Current Knicks Player J. Smith teed off the fundraiser where Legends John Wallace, Larry
Johnson and John Starks were all in the lineup for the star-studded round. It was a very special kid-friendly
event natch The super star event hosted at the exclusive Bridge Golf Course was attended by 56 golfers
including celebrated members of the New York Knicks family. A simultaenous golf event was going on at The
Maidstone Club in East Hampton for 6th Annual CMEE Golf Outing where guests had a chance to play at one
the most exclusive golf courses in America and enjoy an exquisite brunch before the big game - and cocktails
and supper overlooking the ocean after their round! Tough choices out here when it comes to special events!!
How would you have chosen? The Swedes were there too with their delicously light fare and Swedish
specialties prepared by Chef Gorgen Tiden. Other mouth-watering delectables passed around by butlers were
summer vegetable rolls, croque-monsieurs and steak frites were catered by Canard, Inc. Guests danced the
night away to the music compiled and spun by DJ Karin Ward. Bumping into Campion and Tatiana Platt upon
arrival, we made our way around the tent for the cocktail hour just prior to another fresh farm to table dinner
inside another billowing tent set up with tables focusing on a stage where Alec Baldwin stood up for
environmental policies in an effort to push for more action that will SAVE our Atlantic haven. He was
genuinely warm to all after his red carpet duties and shook hands with those inside - in a very
generous-hearted manner I might add which was a genuine pleasure and surprise. Oh, and we do NOT have an
evacuation route God forbid Heide Banks; Wole C. Dedicated to the rehabilitation of injured, sick and
orphaned wild animals in order to return them to their natural habitat, the center is a full-time professional
wildlife hospital staffed by veterinarians, licensed rehabilitators, biologists, animal behaviorists and
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volunteers. Howard Stern and Beth Ostrovsky came in full support and were on hand to hold the various wild
animals to show others trust and love nourishes these animals as much as physical care. Join us for dockside
cocktails and a one-of-a-kind three course cruise dinner created by Michelin starred chef, Gustav Tragardh, of
the internationally renowned Swedish seafood restaurant, Sjomagasinef. Sponsored by the Swedish Culinary
Group, fabulous auction items will be featured, including travel packages to Sweden. I think the Swedes have
surely landed in The Hamptons! The 14th Annual Dorothy P. Event Honorees were Dr. Always a festive,
social gathering with cocktail hour, dinner and dancing!! Our Heart Hero award recipient was Caroline Loeb,
who shared her personal story. All of the honorees spoke eloquently about their dedication to the mission of
the American Heart Association to build healthier lives, free of cardiovascular diseases and stroke. Each guest
was given one of the best goody bags of the season as they left! Owned and operated by the Hotchkiss family
for more than five decades, they launched the newly formed Stony Hill Stable Foundation, a not-for-profit
organization with the express purpose of promoting equine sports through riding education and competitive
opportunities for children and young adults in the local residential East End community. Launched in the
summer of , the success of the foundation is already evident by mounting ribbons. Hard-working scholarship
recipients, who trained last summer, have already won ribbons in some very prestigious horse shows,
including the Sagaponack Horse Show, The Hampton Classic and most recently at the famed Winter
Equestrian Festival WEF , held annually in Wellington, Florida. Well who would have thunk we would run
into a cowboy on his horse in Bridgehampton Commons? Lots of smaller special events like customized polo
demonstrations presented by the elite Southampton Hunt and Polo Club, special performance art, insightful
panels and even Hamptons Magazine 35th anniversary party! We grabbed an impromptu interview with owner
Alan Linn - gotta love his Scottish accent! Interior Designer Steven Gambrel was the Honorary Chair this year
of the Preview Cocktail Party, which offers patrons an early buying opportunity of the extraordinary array of
antiques, art, jewelry and collectibles. Mulford Farm, located on James Lane in the heart of the village of East
Hampton is an historic three and a half acre property featuring a restored 17th century farm house as well as
several barns and outbuildings that are among the oldest on eastern Long Island. Twenty-five A-list interior
designers who work in The Hamptons are also supporting this year. Tiger Graham who is President of the East
Hampton Historical Society was looking super suave having donned Bermuda shorts and pink knee socks to
match his pink polo on the hot and humid summer night! Kudos to Shamin Abas for changing the tide at
Bridgehampton Polo and bringing it back to its original elegance and more intimate crowd! Christie Brinkley
did the honors of throwing the coin toss to begin opening matches between Victor Vargas. La Lechuza and
White Birch Farm for the 17th season of polo It was all ages The designers sumptuous and, above all,
comfortable creations have made their way into the wardrobes of a number of high profile powerful women
such as Gwyneth Paltrow, Angelina Jolie, Oprah, Carine Roitfeld, Sarah Jessica Parker, Christy Turlington
and Halle Berry. The showhouse raises much needed funds for Southampton Hospital, the only major medical
facility on the South Fork. SO hot though that one person passed out and EMTs rushed in to save the evening
and the gent. Thankfully all flaps were open making for a yummy cross breeze and the crowd spilled out onto
the dock. D CAAB who was given the outstanding achievement award. Though still unable to leave his
country due to the his contentious run-ins with the Chinese Communist Party, honoree Ai Weiwei also greeted
gala goers via special video appearance. Guests in attendance included: Kelly Rutherfurd walked hands free of
a leash with her 18 yr old dog loyally following her each and every step! She explained that she never wanted
to have to tie her dog to a leash so he could have free range within her space. Once dubbed the Rolls Royce of
garage sales, over prominent designers including: Leading multimedia retailer QVC broadcasted live from the
event for two hours smack in the middle of the day. QVC Presents Super Saturday Live were offering viewers
the chance to purchase a variety of products including apparel, accessories, jewelry and beauty at amazing
prices with all net proceeds benefiting OCRF. Super Saturday 16 is OCRFs fun-filled, family-oriented daylong
fundraiser, complete with a one-of-a-kind designer garage sale, kids carnival and activities, a luxury raffle and
gourmet treats. In between two fast paced weekends of events was another huge art expo promising to bring in
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a huge crowd on a week night. The exclusive evening provided the first opportunity for collectors to view and
acquire some of the finest pieces of contemporary and modern art from the 20th and 21st centuries. Yes,
serious art for serious collectors and investors. Music was provided by DJ M. A silent art auction featuring
renowned artists hung on the gallery walls inside the tent and we noticed Eric Ripert signing his name to the
portrait he fancied of himself: The dinner featured a four-course meal prepared by a select few of the
participating chefs and paired with wines by Aldo Sohm Sommelier at Le Bernardin. Exclusive culinary and
travel packages were put up for grabs during the live auction The day-long event took place at East Hampton
Studio in Wainscott combining fun daytime activities and kid-friendly exercise for families with a yummy
lunch catered by non other then celebrity top chef Sam Talbot! Michael McGlone who is perhaps best known
as the film noiresque spokesman for GEICO insurance cracked some hilarious jokes as part of his introduction
What an unexpected unabridged mix of talent The evening honored Ninah and Michael Lynne. Guests at the
gala were encouraged to stroll the magnificent property and its sculpture garden. The captivating teahouse in a
Japanese-inspired pond garden was designed by Edwina von Gal. The modernist pool house with a
picturesque pergola was another popular artistic element. More than one hundred doctors, actors, and guests
came together in support of the nonprofit Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine at the Power Foods
for the Brain Benefit. Nutrition researcher Neal Barnard, M. With rates expected to triple by , Dr. LongHouse
Reserve hosted a spectacular evening celebrating the opening of two of its much-anticipated exhibits: The
Reserve kicked off these two noteworthy exhibits with an enchanting garden concert by the inventive Voxare
Quartet - comprised of violinists Emily Ondracek-Peterson and Galina Zhdanova, violist Erik Peterson, and
cellist Adrian Daurov. The twelve-piece art installation is the gold patina-plated "collector" series of his
internationally touring body of work. The exhibit will also run through the end of the season in October. From
flappers to gamblers The exclusive networking club is a community of New Yorkers who have demonstrated
achievement in their chosen fields finance, technology, law, sports, and real estate. Amidst an evening of
networking and eating, Caesars created a mini casino so guests could play for free and the highest roller won a
trip to Caesars in Las Vegas. Once known as a famous pit stop for bootleggers Port of Missing Men
epitomizes a by gone era of prohibition and wide open land - notably one of the most protected and beautiful
penninsulas on all of Long Island. Tim Burke catered the event and was sure to have well known locals
running the seafood bar and the open bar as well as passing around divine little morsels like fish tacos and
lobster on brioche toast and lots of other yummy fare. Skip had flown up with his wife Karen from Florida and
was joined by his sister and brother-in-law for the special occasion. Skip has done so much for the non-profit
guardians of our local bays and has donated acres of protected land to it as well.
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8: Carl Holty Memorial Exhibition New York â€“ Current sales â€“ www.enganchecubano.com
Whatever the size of the works he made; Lipchitz's art can be characterised by its intrinsic monumentality. The artist
arrived in Paris in and studied at the AcadÃ©mie Julian where he met Picasso and the circle of Cubist artists whose
influence can clearly be seen in his first works.

It is a non-profit organization focused on promoting diversity and talent of women artists. It was organized at
a time when feminism had barely affected the New York art scene and when commercial galleries were
featuring male artists almost exclusively. The Abbey Council administers the awards. Scholarships are usually
given for nine months to emerging painters, and Fellowships are awarded for three months to mid-career
painters. See British School at Rome Sources: In fine art, the term refers to the initial drawing or outline on the
canvas or the first under-painting; in sculpture the Abbozzo is the material, such as a lump of clay or chunk of
wood, that has the rough form of the final piece. Also called an "Order Bid", it can be placed by using an
auction catalogue printed absentee form or by other off-site methods such as a phone-in, email method, or
other arrangement agreeable to the auction house. Many scholars link Abstraction to that which is derivative
or based on some element of reality. Although it could be argued that the dramatic landscapes of many of the
Hudson River painters were abstracted to emphasize emotion rather than visual reality, Impressionism was the
first major step into Abstraction and was a critical break with Realism, which shocked many viewers and
stirred widespread critical commentary in Europe and America. Terms related to abstraction include Non
Objective and Non Representational, but those terms are usually associated with subject matter that is invented
and totally distanced from recognizable physical images. The first purely abstract painting in the modern
tradition is usually held to be a watercolor produced by Wassilj Kandinsky in about Many consider Abstract
Expressionism the first truly American art movement, although it had roots both in America and Europe.
There were two aspects. Action Painting and Abstract Image Painting. Art writer Robert Coates first used the
term Abstract Expressionism to describe contemporary paintings in the March 30, issue of "The New Yorker"
magazine. Great proponents of the movement were critics Harold Rosenberg and Clement Greenberg. Abstract
Figurative A style description of an image that implies the shape of a human figure but in a way that is not
completely realistic. The term is somewhat ambiguous because figurative has two meanings, one being the
figure depicted realistically and the other being the figure with abstract elements. So the wording Abstract
Figurative simply clarifies that the figure is not totally recognizable as a figure. However the suggestion of
figure as subject is there. Instruction progressed from drawing from classical statues or plaster casts to
modeling from nudes to applying paint to original work. Because the 19th-century academies in Europe and
America tended to be conservative and dominated by males, the term Academic Art has come to mean that
which is traditional and which is the opposite of innovative or creative. In the 20th century with the advent of
abstraction, the term Academic Art has negative connotations suggesting that a work is long on knowledge
and technical expertise and lacking in emotional inspiration. Academic Classicism attempted to merge both
techniques to create the perfect style. It is characterized by adhering to a strict manner of painting, following
narrow compositional rules and delicacy of color. The atmospheric effects are sumptuously luminescent.
According to art historian, Walter Pater: Website of History of Painters. Academic Realist painters specialize
in still life, portraits and landscapes, and include Theodoros Vryzakis and Dionysios Tsokos, Greek artists in
residence at the Munich Academy who were from the newly freed Greece from Turkey. The movement
diminished in the midth century with painters moving towards impressionism, and ended when Greek painters
departed from the Munich Academy to teach at the Athens School of Fine Arts. Also the term applies to artists
who adhere to academic or traditional styles that are taught in academies. According to the AskART
biography of Gwen John, Whistler claimed not to be teaching art but teaching the scientific application of
paints and brushes. During the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries, it was the coveted place of study for painting,
sculpture, and architecture students from France who won the Prix de Rome or Rome Prize see Glossary. The
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study period was 3 to 5 years. The idea was that being in Rome gave them the opportunity to study treasures
of Antiquity and the Renaissance, and in turn to use their knowledge to perpetuate those styles in Paris. These
programs were interrupted by World War II, and French cultural entities lost control of the property, and
enrollment expanded beyond French boundaries and to many artistic fields including music. The founder was
painter Auguste Joseph Delecluse By the early 20th century, this academie was diminishing as an influence.
The school should not be confused with the Academie Delecluze, also likely to have been located in
Montparnasse but much less known than the Academie Delacluse, and founded by Eugene Delecluze, French
painter and etcher who was born in Tuition was francs per year, and classes included nude models. Ranson
died a year after the school opened, and his wife, France Ranson, took over as Director. Enrollment was
flexible, from a week to a year, and among the teachers were Maurice Denis, Paul Serusier and Edouard
Vuillard. Beginning , World War I depleted the supply of teachers, but the school survived with many alumni
taking over. It closed for several years during World War II, re-opened from to , and then closed that year. It
operated between and under the direction of sculptor Lena Borjeson - From that time, the term has come to
reference a variety of state-sponsored teaching institutions. During the Renaissance, art academies began to
form in Europe beginning with Italy in the late 16th century, France in the 17th, England in the 18th and the
United States in the 19th century. With these entities, the word Academy took on the meaning of a formal
body of artists associated with unified purposes. These shared goals included the promoting of their national
art, certain tenants of creating and exhibiting that art, and the conferring of special distinction with election to
Academy membershiphence the word, academician. Academies are often rebelled against by innovative artists
because of tendencies of academy members to embrace status quo or traditional work. Before the early 20th
century, artists rebelling against the academies in America and Europe had few places to exhibit their work
because museums and galleries were seldom open to rebellious movements. However, the advent of modernist
galleries and museums provided venues for experimental art. Academy of Fine Arts Vienna Founded in in
Austria by Peter Strudl , painter, sculptor, and court-painter, the Academy was private and had him as its first
Director until his death. Then the school closed for eleven years but reopened to become a highly prestigious
institution that embraced all existing Austrian art schools. In , a new building at Schillerplatz opened, and the
Academy remains at that location. During the Nazi era the Academy was forced to dismiss Jewish faculty
members, but after the war it was rebuilt and today has university status. In and , a young man and aspiring
artist named Adolf Hitler was twice denied admission. It is speculated that this denial set this watercolorist on
a divergent path that affected millions of other personsfar beyond the Vienna Academy. From the late 16th
century until the 20th century, the Academy was located in the Roman Forum, but now is in Palazzo
Carpegna. The Academy has a collection of over portraits because each member has been required to donate a
work of art in perpetual memory as well as a portrait. An initial goal was to have a school of traditional art to
oppose outside influences by artists expressing politics counter to the government. Continuing as a
two-hundred year institution into the 21st century it is incorporated into the National Art Schools Center,
which prepares art courses to be taught in art schools throughout Cuba. The school closed in when Ozenfant
left for London. Progressive, it was known for its life model classes and unlike other academies, allowed
women into these classes. For many years the sculptor Antoine Bourdelle led the school, which closed in
Rodolph Julian and located on the Rue de Dragon in the Latin Quarter, the facility became one of the
best-known private schools in Paris in the second half of the 19th Century. The Academie began with Julian,
an art student supporting himself as a wrestler and circus manager, placing a sign outside a rented building. He
persuaded artists to serve as visiting professors. The school expanded to five locations throughout France, and
eventually became more prestigeous than Ecole des Beaux Arts, the official state school. Many Americans
with art talent took their training at the Academy Julian because of the lack of art schools in America. The
early curriculum was "strictly academic and subscribed to a literary and sentimental form of naturalism". Its
first location was the Church of the Santissima Annuziata. The first woman member was Artemisia
Gentileschi, a Baroque painter. In , all art schools of drawing in Florence were brought into the Academie.
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There is also an art gallery, which since has housed the "David" by Michelangelo. Many other notable
Renaissance works are on display in the Gallery. It is the opposite of de-accession. The facility has nearly ,
works representing over years of graphic arts from around the world, and is a vehicle for teaching, exhibitions
and publications. With a library and public study center, its strength is its wide diversity of the collection,
which includes the Rockefeller Collection and Ed Ruscha Graphic Arts Archive. Acrylic Paint Acrylic paint,
invented in the s, is fast drying and is made of pigment suspended in acrylic polymer emulsion. Its various
types are one of the most popular media among artists of all skill levels and backgrounds because of their
versatility. They can be thinned to achieve the same effect as watercolour or applied in thick layers to create
the appearance of oil. They tend to dry rather quickly, eliminating the need to wait between layers. However,
retarders can also be added to slow down the dry time for artists who prefer the wet on wet technique.
Additionally, acrylics can be painted on a variety of supports, including canvas, paper, metal and wood. There
is a wide range of acrylic paints available, both for professional artists and for students. Website of Wonder
Street Action Painting A painting style and method calling for vigorous physical activity, it was specifically
associated with the New York School of Abstract Expressionism. Jackson Pollock often used this technique,
which was an application of paint with fast, forceful, and impulsive unplanned motions. Process dictated the
subject matter. He emphasized that he was describing the creative act itselfhow it was doneand was not
describing a school or movement. Several award levels exist, gold and silver. The number of awards given in
each category is determined by the judges, based on the relative quality of work in that category. Addy
competition is open to all creative services and industry suppliers including but not limited to advertising,
graphic design, photographers, printers, newspaper, radio, television, web, marketing and communication
professionals as well as students studying in these areas. James Bearden won recognition for his work in
graphic design. First awarded in at the annual exhibition, the prize was given to Louis Betts. One technique of
achieving Aerial Perspective is to depict atmospheric effects so that the earth seems to recede from the viewer
with increasingly small objects giving a sense of distance. Aesthetes are persons who subscribe to this
philosophy and regard themselves as having special sensitivity to beauty. James Guide to Black Artists", p.
After Indian independence, many functions were transferred to three academies:
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9: Artwork by Richard Heinsohn
Max Ernst, in full Maximilian Maria Ernst, (born April 2, , BrÃ¼hl, Germanyâ€”died April 1, , Paris, France), German
painter and sculptor who was one of the leading advocates of irrationality in art and an originator of the Automatism
movement of Surrealism.

These papers consist primarily of field notes, and include correspondence, photographs, sonograms and
spectograms, and a small number of audio tapes. Moynihan was a world authority on animal behavior, with
major contributions to the study of communication in birds, primates, and cephalopods. He transformed the
station into a major research institution in tropical biology. After retirement in , he served as Senior Scientist
at STRI and continued writing and researching the behavior of various species of wild and imported pheasants
at his farmhouse in France. February 5, , Chicago, Illinois, U. Princeton University, ; D. Publications
Evolution in the Rhipidura rujifrons group. Behaviour Supplement 4, p. Non-aerial hostile behavior of adults.
The ontogeny of hostile behavior and display patterns. Behaviour, Supplement 8, p. Some species of
Ramphocelus. Primate Ethology, edited by D. Saguinus geoffroyi and some other tamarins. Smithsonian
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